
ON CONJUGATE SPACES OF NAKANO SPACES
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The Nakano space is a normed space. The relations between the modular

and its norms are the most important problem in the theory of Nakano spaces.

To determine the types of modulars whose norms are proportional has been

completely solved by Amemiya [l] and Yamamuro [l].

The purpose of this paper is to consider the relations from another point

of view, namely, as the relations between Young's inequality and Holder's

inequality. It is well known that the fundamental inequality in the theory of

normed linear spaces is that of Holder, and, if we consider the conjugate

spaces of them, it is important to know when the Holder's inequality takes

equality sign. On the other hand, in the theory of Nakano spaces, the funda-

mental inequality is that of Young. Therefore, it is natural to study the rela-

tions between values at which the inequalities take equality signs.

This paper consists of three sections and two appendices. In §1, as

preparation to the following sections, we will restate without proofs some

results of Nakano [l]. In §2, we will show the equivalence of the reflexivity

of the modular and that of its norms. Concerning the reflexivity of norms,

Mori-Amemiya-Nakano's theorem [l ] is fundamental and its proof is simple.

At first, by using this theorem, we will give a new and simple proof of Na-

kano's reflexivity theorem of modular. Next, we will write a method by which

we can prove the reflexivity of norms by that of modular. This method has

been known among the group conducted by Professor Nakano, but has not

yet been published. In §3, we will calculate values of norms of a linear func-

tional which plays important roles in the theory of Nakano spaces. In con-

nection with the linear functional, we will give more information in Appen-

dix 1. In Appendix 2, we will consider strict convexity of modulars and their

norms.

1. Nakano spaces and their conjugate spaces

1.1. Semi-ordered linear spaces. Let R be a vector lattice in the sense of

Birkhoff [l ]. Throughout this paper, we assume R is a universally continuous

semi-ordered linear space, namely, for any system of positive elements

X\ (X£A) there exists the "infimum" Dxsa X\. The following definitions are

well known:

x+ = x W 0;       x~ = ( — x)+;        \ x\   = x+ + xr;

x Ly    if     | a; |  A | y |   = 0.
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For a sequence x, (v = l, 2, ■ • • ), if 0^xi^x2^ • ■ • and Ur=i xv = x then

we write O^x,, f "=I x, and if Xi^x2^ • • • and n,11xv = x, then we write

x, | T=i x. A sequence xv (y = l, 2, ■ • ■ ) is said to be order-convergent to x, if

there exists a sequence y, (v = l, 2, • • • ) such that y»|v"=iO and \x, — x\

gy, (v = l, 2, ■ ■ ■).

For an element p£R, we define a projector [p] as

00

[p]x = U (x C\ v I /> [ ) for every x S: 0,
>>-i

and [p]x = [p]x+ — [p]x~ (xG7). This is a linear and idempotent operator

on R into 7 and | [p]x\ g | x|   (xG7).

A set <£ of projectors is called an ideal, if (1) <P=) [O]; (2) If [p]C$ and

[p] =£[<?], then [q]CV; (3) If [p]C% [q]CV, then [p][g]G<P. An ideal is
said to be maximal, if there exists no ideal which contains ^3 as a proper sub-

set. We use p, q, • ■ ■   to denote maximal ideals.

The set of all maximal ideals on R is denoted by %. For any [p], we put

uM = {pe%-.[p]ep}.

Then, by the neighborhood system  { f'[,,] J, $ becomes a locally compact

Hausdorff space and each U[p] is open and closed.

For two elements x and a, we put

Ax =  77[(Xa-x)+][a+] + f7[(Xo-«rn«~l (—  oo  < X <  oo).

By this system of sets, we define

X     if   P G II (A\+< - 4x_t);

(—,))) =, + co    if   pG     II    (7T[a] - 4X);
\ a       / -»<x<»

-oo     if    p G      X)     ^x.
—oc<X<oo

This function (x/a, p) is defined in U[a] and almost finite (namely, finite in

an open set which is dense in Lr[„]) and continuous in the extended sense.

Moreover we have

(*±* ,)_.£. ,) + ,(f,),
0rM-M"-{(f',')-(7'»)};
(^,,)-Mta. {(f ,), (f ,)},

if the right hand sides have sense.
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If 4>(p) is an almost finite, continuous function on U[a], there exists a se-

quence of projectors [^]tr=i [a] such that (b(p) is bounded in U[Pv\

(v = l, 2, • ■ • ). The integral

f    4(p)d)?a

is defined by the limit of the following partial sum:

K

F—1

where ^EUlpyii], Y^=1 U{p,^ = UM and

I *(*>) - <K<l) |  < * (P, q G <7[„„.,,).

For this sequence of integrals, if there exists

lim   I     </>(p)dpa,
V-KO    J   [j,,]

then the limit is denoted by

f   <Kp)^-
•7 [a]

Nakano's spectral theory asserts that

[a]x =   I     (—, p)d)pa,
J[a]\a       /

orecT, moreover, if

x =   I    c/>(p)cfya
•J [a]

/or some function (p(p) on U[a-\, then

*(P)    =   f-^"'   PJ (HG   CT[a][x]).

1.2. Nakano spaces. A real-valued function m(x) on R is said to be a

modular on P if it satisfies the following conditions: (1) O^m(x) ^ + oo ;

(2) For any x there exist numbers a, B > 0 such that m(ax) > 0 and m(Bx) < <x>;

(3) For a, B>0,wehavem((a+8)/2x)^{m(ax)+m(Bx)} /2; (4) If |x| g\y\,

then m(x) ^m(y); (5) If xLy, then m(x+y)=m(x)+m(y); (6) If 0^xx | xsax,

?re(x)=supxeA m(xr). We call such a space a Nakano space. Namely, the

Nakano space is a universally continuous semi-ordered linear space on which a

/nodular is defined.
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It is clear that so-called Orlicz space 7,$ is a Nakano space with the modu-

lar

m(x) =   I   $( | x(t) | )dt.

Another important example of Nakano space is LpW, which is a set of meas-

urable functions x(t) (O^t^l) for which there exists a number a>0 such

that

m(ax) =   I     | ax(t) [p(,) dt < + ».
J o

Here p(t) must be a measurable function such that p(t) ^1 (O^t^ 1).

Let R he a Nakano space. We can define two kinds of norms:

ii n       ,     1 + m(i,x)
the first norm: \\x\\ = inf- ;•> I I        II y '

III III     . «   1
the second norm: \\\x\\\ =    inf   •;—r ■

m(fr)£l I £ |

These formulae have been given by Professor Amemiya. It is easy to show

that

HMD ^ NI £ 2|||*|||.
An element a is said to be simple, if m(a) < + oo and ?re([^>]a)=0 implies

[£>]cz = 0. If ?re(x)>0 for every x?^0, then ire is said to be simple. If rej(ax)

< + co for every a>0, x is called a finite element. If every element is finite,

m is said to be finite.

Let ju([i>]) be a function of projectors. We write

lim u([p]) = a,
k>]-*»

if, for any e>0 we can find a projector [p] such that

I /*([?]) - «l   < «
for every [g]^ [p] such that p(Ei7[5]. Nakano's spectral theory for modulars

asserts that the function

i *»([p]x)
u(x I a, p) =   lim

[„]->* w([/>J a)

is weTT defined for p£ c7r„] arecf ii is are almost finite, continuous function. More-

over, if we consider m([p]a) as a measure,

m([p]x) =   I     co(x | a, p)m(dpa).
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u(%a/a, p) is denoted by w(£, a, p).

1.3. Conjugate spaces of Nakano spaces. Let <j>(x) be a linear (additive

and homogeneous) functional on R. <p is said to be universally continuous if

Xx! xga 0 implies infxeA |<£(xx)| =0. The set of all such functionals are called

the conjugate space of R and denoted by R, which is also a universally con-

tinuous semi-ordered linear space, if we define <p 2:0 as <p(x) ̂  0 for every x ^ 0.

Since the Nakano space is a normed space, we can consider norm bounded

functional. It is easy to see that a linear functional <p is norm bounded if and

only if

<j>(x) j£ y + ym(x) (x G R)

for some y>0.

The set of all norm bounded linear functionals x of the conjugate space

R is called the modular conjugate space and denoted by Rm. If m is finite, Rm

is the Banach's dual.

Rm is a Nakano space with its modular:

m(x) = sud {x(x) — m(x)}
x<=R

for every xCRm-

2. Reflexivities of modulars and their norms

In the sequel of this paper we assume that R satisfies the following con-

dition: If x[p]=0 for every xCR, then [p]=0.

2.1. Reflexivity of modulars. Mori-Amemiya-Nakano's theorem is as

follows:

If a norm \\x\\ on R which is compatible with order is universally semi-con-

tinuous (Ogxx f xgA x implies \\x\\ = supx(=A |[xx||), then

\\x\\ =      sup  _   I x(x) I
/.(*; si-xsr

where p(x) =supyIysi | x(x)\.

Since the norms defined by modular are universally semi-continuous, they

are reflexive. Our aim is to prove the Nakano's reflexivity theorem of modu-

lars:

(*) m(x) =  sup {x(x) — m(x)}
x£Rm

by using the above Mori-Amemiya-Nakano's theorem. Namely, tw this sec-

tion we assume the following conditions:

Nl. |[z|| =supn|x|||ai I x(x)\ and \\\x\\\ =supyxysi | x(x)\ are the first and sec-

ond norm of Rm respectively;

N2. ||x|| =supuif|||si | x(x)\ ararf |||x||| =supMsi |x(x)|.

Putting
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1
m\(x) = — m(x)

X

for every positive number X, we obtain a system of modulars on R. Let

||x][x and |||x|||x be the first and second norms of m\ respectively. Namely,

n   || _     X + m(£x) in  mi 1
||x||x = inf-    and    |||x|||x =     inf    -j—r •

«>o if n(Wsx  | £|

Then, we have the following properties:

(1) ||x||x = inf (X + p)|||x|||p for every X > 0.
p>0

In fact,

,ii,               X + m(£x) X + p in  in
|[x||x = inf- = inf ■     inf    -j—j— = inf (X -f- p)|||x|||p.

£>0 £ p>0      m«z)<p     |£| p>0

m(x) = sup {||x|[x — X}.
x>o

We need only prove the inequality:

m(x) j£ sup {||x||x — X},
X>0

because the inverse inequality follows immediately from the definition of

||x||x. For any p>0 such that

p > ||x||x - X (X > 0),

we have

p + X > II* jx =      sup        x(x) | .
111*111x^1

Therefore, \x(x) ^(p+X)|||x|||x for every X>0, from which and (1) follows

that | x(x)\ ^||x| P. Hence it follows that |||x|||p^l, namely, m(x) ^p. There-

fore the required inequality is obtained.

(3) llpill* = supIMIp/(^ + p) for every X > 0.
P>0

For any £>0 such that

£ > sup||x||p/(X + p),
p>0

we have

x
X >    —      — p for every p > 0.

£    p
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Therefore, by (2) we have X^w(x/£), namely, £S:|||x||[x, which shows the

inequality

IIHHx ^ sup||x||p/(X + p)
p>0

is true. The inverse inequality follows from (1).

Proof of the reflexivity(*). For any X>0 such that

X >  sup {x(x) —m(x)},
xeTf

we have

| x(x) |   g X + m(x).

Therefore, by our assumption we have

||x||p g X + p for every p > 0,

from which and (3) we have

|[|x|||x g 1,    namely,    m(x) g X.

Hence the following inequality is true;

m(x) g  sup {x(x) — rat(x)}.

The inverse inequality is an immediate consequence of the definition of

rat(x).

Remark. The norms |||x|||x defined above satisfy the following three con-

ditions:

(1) |[|x+y[||(X+p)/2gMax {|||x|||x, |||y||U ;
(2) If |||x|||x = 0 for every X>0, then x = 0;

(3) If xHy = 0, then |||x+y||[x+pgMax. {|||x|||x, ||H||,}, and for any
i;>0 there exist X, p>0 such that

|||x + y|||£^Max. {|||x|||x, |||y|||P}.

Conversely, if on a universally continuous semi-ordered linear space there

exists a system of semi-norms which satisfies the above three conditions, we can

define a modular on the space.

2.2. Reflexivity of norms. The purpose of this section is to prove TVt

(t = l, 2) of the preceding section by (*). But, as may be seen by the proofs,

(*) is necessary only for N2.

m                            I!-II                 I -( \\       ■ t1 +mti$(1) ||x|| =   sup    I x(x) I   = inf - •
m(i)gl f>0 £
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To prove this, we make use of Theorem 6.4 of Nakano [3], which is, of

course, true in the case of Rm. Put

ii  H       . , 1 + w(£x)
a = \\x\\ = inf->

«>o £

then, since a£ JS 1 +m(£x) for any £>0, for any «>0 there exists xQER such

that

x(xo) = a    and    m((l — e)x0) ^ 1.

Therefore, we have

||x|| ^   sup    I x(x) I .
m(i)Sl

On the other hand, since

| £x(x) |   g m(x) + ire(£x) for every £ > 0,

we have

i , 1   . .
sup    I x(x) |   ^ — |1-|- ra(£x)j for every £ > 0.

m(x) g 1 £

Hence it follows that

sup    | x(x) I   g ||x||.
m'x)H

(2) |||x||| =   SUP    I %(x) I   =    m^    ~i—i '
lUlisi «twsi I £|

For any a>0 such that

a >   sup    | x(x) | ,
IMISl

we have

— x(x)   g ||x|| ^ 1 +m(x),
a

from which we have

ml— x\ = sup I— x(x) — m(x)> ^ 1,
\a     /        xeR    (a )

namely, |||x||| ^a. Therefore we have

|||x||| ^   sup    | x(x) I .
11*1151

On the other hand, if we put a = |||x|||, we have
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ml— *J <j 1,

and hence it follows that

1
— x(x)   g 1 + m(x) for every x G 7.
a

Therefore we have

1 ,.   ,.
— x(x)   g ||*||,
a

which shows that

sup    I *(x) I 5j a.
Il*ll£l

Thus we could prove the equality

(3) \\\x\\\ =   SUP    I x(x) |     and   \\x\\ =    sup     | x(x) | .
11*1151 111*11151

We can consider every element x as an element of x^G [7m]m, namely,

*(x) = xR(x) for every x G Rm.

The equality (*) shows that m(x) = [w]_(x*). Since (£x)* = £x*, we have

1 + »(£*) 1 + [*]-(€**)
11*11 ■ inf-:-= inf-:-= ll* ll>

and

III  III - * • 1i oc\ I   —      lni     ~j    r —■ lni 1    r —      ^  ill •
i»(f*)51   | £| [m]-({i«) SI   | £|

Therefore, by (1) and (2), we have

|||x||| =   sup    I *(*) I        and      ||x|| =    sup     I *(*) I .
11*1151 111*11151

3. Norms of linear functionals

3.1. Mazur's functional. In the theory of Banach spaces, Mazur [l] has

proved that, if \\x\\ =\\y\\ = 1, then the limit:

<bx(y) =   lim — (||* + ,y|| - ||x||)
i-»o+ v

exists and the functional d>x is bounded and linear. The purpose of this section

is to obtain an integral representation of the Mazur's functional <px. In this
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section, we must assume that the modular spectrum co(£, a, p) is a differentiable

function of £.
Let m be finite and cx be a simple element. Then we have

/W =m[\\\   i   r i in) = 1
\\\\a + ri[a\x\\\/

for any element x^O. On the other hand,

f(v) =   j    o(g(v, P)> a, p)m(dpa),
J M

where

g(v,$) = 1 + v(^ ' A/h(v),

Hv) = Ilk + 17WHII-
If we denote the right-hand derivative by D+, we have

D+u(g(v, P), a, p) = T(g(V, p), a, p)D+g(V, p),

where

1   . .
tt(£, a, p) =  inf — {co(£ + e, a, p) - w(£, a, p)},

e>0    €

and

D+g{rl'p) - i^i™ d")-D+h(n) (1 + n(i'»))} •

Therefore,

0 = D+f(v)

= T77^   I    n^(v, P), a, P) (—i pWcfpa)
Kv) w [a] \ a       /

- D+h(V)  I     ir(g(r,, p), a, p)g(i7, p)w(cfpa) \ .

Let us assume |||a|||=l. Then, since h(rj)^l, we have

[D+h(r,)]v=0 = —7-T7 I     «"(1, a, p) ( —, p)m(cTpa),
7r(l/a) J [a] \ a       /

where

7r(£/a) = inf — {«(({ + e)a) - w(£a)}.
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Thus we can state the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1. If m is finite and the modular spectrum is differentiable, then,

for a simple element a such that \\\a\\\ = l,the Mazur's functional of the second

norm can be expressed by the following formula:

*<•(*) =     ,< i n  I    ""C1' a> ti [—> p)m(dpa),
7r(l/a) J ia] \ a       /

and hence <j>aCRm and m(-n-(l/a)<pa) =ir(l/a) — 1.

Remark. For the first norm, we can not apply the same method, because

fft(x/||x||) is not necessarily constant. For example, if we take the sequence

space 1(1, 2, • • • ) of all sequences (£„) with

CO

X)   I a^l" < + °o
»=i

for some a>0, then for the elements:

ex= (1,0, • • •);        e2= (0,1,0, ■■ ■);

we have

\|kl| /        v \v - 1/

But, if rat(x/||x||) is constant for every xGE, such as 7p-spaces, then it is

easily seen that the Mazur's functional of the first norm coincides with that

of the second norm.

3.2. Norms of a linear functional of integral type. The linear functional

appeared in the preceding section:

os(x) =   I     7r(l, a, p) ( — > p)m(dpa)
J M \a       /

plays very important roles in the theory of Nakano spaces. For example, by

the Theorem 39.1 of Nakano [l], if a is simple and m((l+t)a) < + <» for

some £>0, we have

aR(a) = m(a) + m(aB),

namely, by the functional aR, the Young's inequality takes equality sign.

In the case of 7p-spaces (p>l), putting its modular as

1 r\     i
m(x) = — I       x(t) \pdt,

p Jo

since
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a5(x) =   I    x(t) | a(t) I""1 sign a(l)dt,
J o

we have

IHHIMII = IIMIHMI = I <**(«) I •
But in general cases, we can not have such good relations. For example, take

a Nakano sequence space l(fi,f2, • • • ) determined by the following functions:

/itt)-«;      /2(f) =yf2;

and arbitrary/, (v^3). Then, for

a= (1,1,0,..-),

we have a*(a) = 2 and

||a|| = 1 + 21'2;       \\\a\\\ = (31'2 - l)'1;

Ho*!! = 1.5; \\\o*\\\ = 1.

Therefore, ||a5|H||a||MllaSIIHI°ll and a*(a)<Min {||a*||-|||o|||,|||a*|||-||a||}.
We will study in what cases we can have the equality relations. We begin

by a lemma which is an improvement of Theorem 6.4 of Yamamuro [2].

Lemma 3.2.1. Let m be finite and increasing:

m(i.a)
llim-= + oo,
?->»     £

then there exists a number a > 0 such that

\\aa\\ = 1 + m(aa).

Proof. By the definition of the first norm ||a||, we can find a sequence

£„ (v = l, 2, ■ ■ •) such that

(l + —)llall > 1 +*»(£,a)/£,.

At first we will show that £7' (^ = 1, 2, ■ • •) are bounded. In fact, if inf„2i£„ = 0,

then for a sequence i>M (ju = l, 2, • • • ) such that limp<M £v = 0, we have

1        l+«(^q)       ( 1\
— g—- <I 1 + — )||a|| g 2||a||,

which is a contradiction. Next, let sup„£l £,= + 00. Then, for a subsequence

£„   (n = l, 2, ■ ■ ■ ) such that lim,,..., £■.„= + °°, we have
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m(^a)       1 + m(^ua) .
-— - — 2a,

which is also a contradiction, since

m(£,ua)
lim- = + oo .

Therefore, there exist 71 and 72 such that

0 < ti < & < 72,

and hence, we can find a sequence f,   (ju = 1, 2, ■ • • ) and £0 such that

lim £„,, = £0    and   71 ^= £0 5j 72.
Jit—* w

Since w(£a) is continuous with respect to £>0, we have

1 + m(£>ua)       1 + m(£aa)       ,.  „
hm-= - 5j ||a||.

"->» £»„ £0

As the converse inequality is a direct consequence of the definition of ||o||,

we have

l+m(iioa) = ||£0o||.

Remark. In general, such number a does not always exist. In fact, in the

spaces 7 and M, we can define modulars for which m(x) =\\x\\ =|||x||| for every

xCR- (See Nakano [l, p. 184], and Yamamuro [l]).

Theorem 3.2.1. If m(a) = l and l+m(d) =d(a), then <t(a)=||dj|. Con-

versely, when in is finite and increasing, then

1 + m(aa) = aa(a) for some a > 0,

if \\d\\ = d(a) and m(a) = 1.

Proof. If m(a) =1 and m(d)+l =d(a), then by the definition of the first

norm, we have

Ml ^ 1 +m(a) = a(a) <j ||dj|>

namely, ||a|| =d(a). Conversely, if in is finite and increasing, then by Lemma

3.2.1, we have

a||a|| = 1 + m(ad) for some a > 0,

hence it follows that ad(a) = 1 +m(ad).

Theorem 3.2.2. If m(a) = 1, then

||aB|| _ aR(a) = T(l/a).
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Proof. Since l+in(aR) =aR(a), by the preceding theorem, we have ||a*||

= aR(a). On the other hand,

aR(a) =   I     7r(l, a, p)m(dpa) = ir(l/a),
J [a]

by Theorem 2.1 of Yamamuro [2].

Theorem 3.2.3. Let the first norm of the conjugate space be strictly convex.

Then

\\aRy\'\\\a\\\ = aR(a)i

if and only if

n ( l/[p] I,,  I,,  I / t(1/[/>]o) = constant for every [p] ^ [a],
\ |||a|||//

Proof. Puttp0 = (a/|||a|||)5. Then

c6a(x) =   I     t( I,,  m > a, p)[—> p)m(dpa),
J  to]      MINII '   \ a '

and l+»re(cpo) =<pa(cx/|||a|||). Therefore by Theorem 3.2.1, we have

4>a(a) = \\(j)a\\ -Hlalll.

If aR(a) =||o*|| ■ |||a|||i then, since the first norm of the conjugate space is

strictly convex, we have aaR=4>a tor some «>0. Therefore,

t(i/[/>WIIMII) = Tmrr f   Mirror' «>p)»*0*p«)
11 kill J tp]   Ml Mil       /

= Mirrnr) = aa Ittmf) = ww^'wwMllalll/ \|IMI|/    IIMII

for every [p] ^ [a]. Conversely, for the number a such that

« = t(tTOT/'Waj /''(VW").

we have

4>a(x) =   j    t( I,,  I,, j a, P)(— > p)w(cTpa)
•M°]    X|||°lll ' \ a       /

= a I     tt(1, a, p)(— ,  p)w(cTpa)
•/ [o] \ « /

= aaR(x)
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for every xG7, namely, (f>a=aaR. Therefore, ||a*|| •|||a||| =aB(a).

Remark. If a is a constant element (see Nakano [l, §55]), then

7r((l/|||a|||)/[p]a)/7r(l/[p]a) is constant for every [/^]^[a]. In the spaces

Lp (p^l), every element is constant. In the Orlicz spaces 7$, for any elements

x, yCL<t„ there exists a constant element oG7$ such that [<z]x?^0, [o]y?^0.

Next we will calculate the second norm of aR.

Lemma 3.2.2. If ir(l/a) = l+m(a), then |||a*||| = 1.

Proof. Since

M| ^ 1+ m(a) = ir(l/o) = aR(a),

we have |||a*||| §:1. On the other hand,

m(aR) = aR(a) — m(a) = 1,    namely,    |||aB||| 5j 1.

Lemma 3.2.3. If w(l/aa) = l+m(aa) for some a>0, then ||a[| =ir(a/a).

Proof. Since

||o!o|| 5j 1 + m(ad) = ir(l/aa),

we have ||o|| ^ir(a/a). On the other hand, since

(aa)R(aa) = ir(l/aa) = m(aa) + m((aa)B),

we have m((aa)R) = 1. Therefore,

||ao|| ^ (aa)R(aa) = ir(l/aa).

Theorem 3.2.4. Let the second norm of the conjugate space be strictly convex

and

ir(l/aa) = 1 + m(aa)

for some a>0. Then

IM^HI-Mil = aR(a)

if and only if

■rr(a/[p]a)/ir(l/[p]a) = constant for every [p] ^ [a].

Proof. Let us assume that |||a*||| • ||a|| =aR(a). Since (aa)R(a) =Tr(a\ a)

= \\a\\ by Lemma 3.2.3, we have

((aa)~R + aR)(a) = \\a\\ +\\a\\-\\\aR\\\ = \\a\\(\\\(aa)R\\\ + \\\a~R\\\),

because, by Lemma 3.2.2, we have |||(aa)*||| =1. On the other hand, we have

((aa)R+ aR)(a) g ||«|| • \\\(aa)R + aR\\\.

Therefore,
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\\\(aa)R + aR\\\ = |||(«o)*||| + |||oS|||,

hence it follows that

(aa)R = 8aR for some 8 > 0,

because the second norm of the conjugate space Rm is strictly convex. There-

fore,

r(a/[p]a) = (a«)*([?]«) = BaR([p]a) = 8ir(l/[p]a)

ior every [p] ^ [a].

Next, let us assume

T(a/[p]a) = fa(l/[p]a) ([p] g [a])

ior some /3>0. Then, since (cta)R = BaR, we have

01110*111 = |||(ao)s||| = 1,    namely,    |||o*||| = 1/8,

and

8 = ■n-(a/a)/w(l/a) = ||o||/o«(o).

Therefore we obtain aR(a) =\\\aR\\\ -\\a\\.

Remark 1. Even if m is strictly convex (see Appendix II), the number

a>0 such that air(a/a) = 1 +m(aa) does not always exist. For example, take

a convex function /(£) such that

(£2/2    if    0 ^ £ g 1;

"    l£2 - 1/2    if    £^1.

This is a strictly convex modular on real line and, for any £, the equality

£/'(?) = !+/($)

does not hold.

Remark 2. Let r(£|cx) be the left-hand derivative of m(%a). Then, if

||ao|| =l+m(aa), we have

1 + m(aa)
r(a/a) :£ - ^ Tr(a/a).

a

Therefore, if rez(£a) is differentiable at a, then

x(l/ao) = 1 + m(aa).

Remark 3. If m is strictly convex, then

||ao|| = ir(a/o)

for and only for a such that ir(a/a) = 1 +m(aa).

Finally, we will introduce a different condition:

Theorem 3.2.5. If m(a) = sup||X||_i m(x) and ||o|| ^1, then |||a*||| =aR(a).
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Proof. Since

m(aR) = aR(a) — m(a) ^ aR(x) — m(x)

for every *G7, we have

sup    | aR(x) \   ^ aR(a) — m(a) +   sup   m(x) = aR(a).
11*11=1 11*11-1

Therefore, |||ffl*||| =aR(a), since ||a| =1.

Remark 1. Therefore, if wt(x/||x||) = constant for every xG7, which is

true in the case of Lp (p^l), we have |||a*    =a~R(a), if ||<z|| =1.

Remark 2. supn4_i rat(x) =sup:6eBm {|||x   — m(x)}.

In fact, using the norm system of §2, we can prove that,

Po =       sup      p =        inf        p
Ill*lllp5ll*ll lll*HI5ll*llp

where po = supyxy_i m(x), and |||x||| 5j||x||p (xCRm) if and only if

|||x HI — in(x) <j p for every * G Rm-

Appendix I. Integral representation of linear functionals

In the sequel, let 7 be a universally continuous semi-ordered linear space

and a function m([^]) °f projectors [p], be a countably additive measure,

namely,

(1) 0<u([p])< + °c for [p]^0;

(2) p([p]+[q])=p([p])+u([q]);

(3) ll \p,] 1^0, then l[m,^n(\p,])=0.

Theorem A.l. For xCR and aCR, there exists an almost finite, continuous

function *0(p) on U[ai, such that

x([p]x) =   I     (— , p\xa(p)dn
J [p]\ a       /

for every xCR such that [x] 5J [a].

Proof. Let [x]:S[a]. By a similar argument employed in the proof of

Theorem 36.1 of Nakano [l], we can prove that the limit:

, ,       ,.      *([>]<*)x0(p) =   hm

bi-^u   n([p\)

exists for every pG Uia] and *a(p) is almost finite, continuous in the extended

sense in U]a]. On the other hand, by Theorem 54.3 of Nakano [2], we have

*([#]*)       (x      \
lim —t-t- = [— » p) ifpGtfiaA.

bl-P  x([p\a)       \a       /

Therefore,
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x([/>]x)        / X       \

lim       /r   1x    = l —'  P)*«(P)>
bl^P   u([p]) \a       j

from which it follows that

x([/>]x) =|     (— , p)xa(p)dp.
J lp]\a      J

In the case of Nakano spaces, we can have more precise information

about xa(p):

Theorem A. 2. Let R be a Nakano space and a be a simple element such

that m((l+e)a) < + oo for some e>0. Then, every xERm can be expressed as

x([p]x) = J     t(1, o, P)oj(o, p) (—, P)(r=> PJda

for every x such that [x] g [a]. Here,

.     ,       ..     m([p]a)
w(o, p) =  hm >

bl-n   u([p])

and

ax(x) =   I    t(1, a, p) ( — > p)m(cTpo).
J [a\ \ a       /

Especially, in the case of p.([p]) =m([p]a) for every [p],

x([p]x) = j    jt(1, a, p)(— ,  PJH=' PJm(dpa).

Proof.

, ,        ,.       x([p]a) I x([p]a)     aR([p]a)\
xa(p) =   hm -—— =   hm   <   _-——>

bH»   /*([#]) M-»  V([/>]«)      p(M)   )

= h=> py«-(i, a, p)-co(o,p)Y-^-, py

Appendix II. Strictly convex modulars and norms

Let R be a Nakano space. A modular m on R is said to be strictly convex, if

/£ + ij   \      1  , ,
rei I- x J = — } m(£x) + w(ija;)} for £, r\ > 0

implies £ = r;. If m is strictly convex, then for any X9*y, we have

m(ax + By) < am(x) + 8m(y),      a + 8 = 1, a, 8 > 0.
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(See Nakano [l, §61].)

If m is strictly convex and

m(x) + m(x) = x(x),       m(x) + m(y) = *(y),

then x = y. Because, since

1   ,                     ,         /* + y\
m(x) -)-\m(x) + m(y)\ = xi-1,

_(x+y\      _               (x+y\
xl-1 5= m(x) + m\-I,

we have

1 , /* + -v\
— \m(x) + m(y)\  = ml-I,    namely,    x = y.

Theorem A.3. If m is strictly convex, then the second norm is strictly con-

vex. If, moreover, m is finite and increasing, then the first norm is strictly convex.

Proof. Suppose |||x+y||| =|||x|||+|||y||| for some xCR and yCR- Putting

a = HI* + y|||,        aax = |||*|||,        «<*2 = |||y|||,

we have, since m is finite,

™(a'iiHF+"iMr) = '*(rar) = 1'
and

ami ...  ... ) + a2m[ ...  ... ) = ctx + a2 = 1.

MIHII/        \llblll/
Therefore, a2x=aiy, namely, the second norm is strictly convex.

Suppose ||x+y|| =||x||+||y|| for some xG7 and yCR- Then, by Lemma

3.2.1, there exist a>0 and /3>0 such that

||a*|| = 1 + m(ax)    and    ||^y|| = 1 + m($y).

Therefore,

.,        1        1       m(ax)      m(/3y)
\\x + y\\ - —l-1-1-

a        /8 a 13

ct + 0 / |8 a \
= -[ 1 H-m(ax) -\-m(8y) ).

aP    \ a + 0 a + p ' )

On the other hand, by the definition of the first norm, we have
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aB /   aB \
——(x + y)     ^ 1+m   —— (x + y)).
a + 8 \a + 8 /

Therefore we obtain

aB (   aB \
——(x + y)    = 1 + m\——(x + y)),
a + B \a + 8 /

hence it follows that

/   aB \ 8 <*
m I-(x + y) ) = -m(ax) -\-m(8y),

\a + 8 /       a + 8 a + /3

namely, ax = By. Therefore, the first norm is strictly convex.

Remark 1. There are Nakano spaces with strictly convex modulars and

its conjugate modulars are not strictly convex. As the simplest example, the

Nakano space of real numbers with its modular:

f      1
— ¥ (0 ^ £ ^ 1),

/(£) = ■       2

2£-log£ (£>1)

is strictly convex but not increasing. Therefore, its conjugate modular is not

finite, and so, is not strictly convex.

Remark 2. Even if the norms are strictly convex, the modular is not

necessarily strictly convex. As the example, let us take a Orlicz sequence

space:

m(x) = YJ /(£») for x = (Si. h • • ■)
r-l

where

{ £2      if   0 £ £ £ 1;

\+<x>    if    £ > 1.

This modular is not strictly convex, but

(oo \   l/2
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